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Abstract

In this extended abstract, we describe our recent work
on self-supervised audio-visual models that learn from in-
structional videos. Prior work has shown that these mod-
els can relate spoken words and sounds to visual content
after training on a large-scale dataset of videos, but they
were only trained and evaluated on videos in English. To
learn multilingual audio-visual representations, we propose
a cascaded approach that leverages a model trained on En-
glish videos and applies it to audio-visual data in other lan-
guages, such as Japanese videos. With our cascaded ap-
proach, we show an improvement in retrieval performance
of nearly 10x compared to training on the Japanese videos
solely. We also apply the model trained on English videos
to Japanese and Hindi spoken captions of images, achiev-
ing state-of-the-art performance. We encourage readers
to check our full paper, which has been accepted to Inter-
speech 2021 and will be available publicly soon, for the full
details and more experiments.

1. Introduction
Recently, researchers have proposed models that can

learn to recognize words from raw audio by associating
them to semantically related images [1, 4–6, 8, 9, 15]. The
first models were applied to English spoken audio cap-
tions, but further work applied the models to Hindi [3] and
Japanese [7,12] captions. We are also interested in learning
multilingual representations from audio-visual data, but we
aim to do this from instructional videos that are naturally
present on the internet and do not require recorded spoken
captions.

To learn multilingual representations, we use the recently
proposed Audio-Video Language Network [13]. Compared
to prior image and spoken audio caption models, it learns
from entire video clips and raw audio from instructional
videos. The model was trained on HowTo100M [10], a
dataset of 1.2M instructional videos, and achieved strong
video retrieval performance on the YouCook2 [16] dataset
of English cooking videos. Here, we propose a cascaded
approach that applies the AVLnet model trained on English
videos to videos in Japanese. While spoken audio captions
of images already exist for Japanese [12] and Hindi [4],
there are no instructional video datasets similar in size to

Self-Supervised Training on Large-Scale English Videos

Japanese Spoken Caption
“男性 が 二人 写って いる 料理 を して いると
ころ の ようで 手前 の 男性 は エシャロットを
輪切りにしてそれにレモンジュースをかけてい

るところである”
(“There are two men. They seem to cook. 

The man in the front cuts shallot into round 
slices, and pours lemon juice on it.”)

Multilingual Image TransferMultilingual Video Transfer

Japanese Narration
“形 は 卵 の 温度 が 上がって くると ゆっく

り 溶けて いく ので このまま で”
(“The shape of the egg melts slowly as 

the temperature of the egg rises, so 
leave it as it is.”)
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Hindi Spoken Caption
“कुछ बच्चे खाना पकात ेहुए एक रसोई घर में दखाई 

दे रहे हैं”
(“Some kids are seen in a kitchen cooking 

food.”)
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English Narration

“Put them on the tray”

Figure 1: Given an audio-video model (AVLnet) trained on
videos in English, we transfer the representations to videos
in Japanese. We also transfer the representations to images
and spoken captions in Japanese and Hindi.

YouCook2 in other languages. Therefore, we introduce
the YouCook-Japanese instructional video dataset. Apply-
ing our cascaded approach, we show an improvement in
retrieval performance of nearly 10x on YouCook-Japanese
compared to training on the Japanese videos solely.

We also show that our cascaded approach can work as
a bridge between English instructional videos and the spo-
ken audio captions of images in Japanese and Hindi. Given
the AVLnet model trained on English videos, we fine-tune
it on Japanese and Hindi spoken captions of images, achiev-
ing state-of-the-art performance. We will release our code,
trained models, and data at avlnet.csail.mit.edu.

2. Technical Approach

2.1. Videos

AVLnet [13] is trained through a contrastive loss to dis-
criminate between temporally aligned audio-video pairs and
temporally mismatched pairs from both within the same
video and from other videos. This results in an audio-video
embedding space which colocates semantically similar au-
dio and visual inputs. Since AVLnet does not require any

http://avlnet.csail.mit.edu/


annotations besides the raw video data, we only assume that
a set of videos in the target language is given, but with-
out any additional annotation. One approach is to simply
train AVLnet only on the target videos in the new language.
However, we find that a large number of videos, typically
hundreds of thousands, is necessary to learn strong rep-
resentations from scratch, and there is simply not enough
videos in downstream datasets such as YouCook2 to train
the model from scratch. Therefore, our proposed approach
is simple: given the AVLnet model trained on English
HowTo100M videos, we apply it to videos in Japanese by
directly fine-tuning it on the Japanese videos. This repre-
sents a cascade since the model only learns from videos in
one language at a time (ie. first English, then Japanese).
YouCook-Japanese. There are currently no other instruc-
tional video datasets in other languages similar in size to
YouCook2. Therefore, we collected a dataset of Japanese
cooking videos, and call it YouCook-Japanese to indicate
the similarity in content and size to YouCook2. As a start-
ing point, Sigurdsson et al. [14] proposed a version of
HowTo100M in Japanese with approximately 300k videos.
We followed the steps to download Japanese instructional
videos from YouTube, except we limited the search to cook-
ing videos only. We used a CNN-based audio segmenta-
tion toolkit [2] to segment the videos into clips containing
speech, and then filtered the clips to be at least 5s and at
most 50s. To make the dataset similar in size to YouCook2,
we selected 10k random clips for training, 3k clips for val-
idation, and 3k clips for evaluation, with the constraint that
each video can only appear in one set.

2.2. Images and Spoken Captions

Since instructional videos and spoken captions of im-
ages both contain descriptive audio of visual scenes, our
cascaded approach is also applicable to images and spoken
captions. Specifically, we use the AVLnet model trained on
HowTo100M videos and fine-tune it on the spoken captions
and images in the Places Audio Caption Dataset in Japanese
and Hindi. For these experiments, we train AVLnet using
only the 2D features in the visual branch so that the model
can work on both videos and images.

3. Experiments
3.1. Video Retrieval

YouCook-Japanese. Table 1 shows the video retrieval re-
sults on YouCook-Japanese videos. AVLnet’s performance
when trained only on YouCook-Japanese (row a) is similar
to AVLnet’s performance on YouCook2 when trained only
on YouCook2 videos [13], indicating that the two datasets
are similar in difficulty. Using our cascaded approach, we
apply the AVLnet model trained on HowTo100M to the
Japanese videos which significantly improves performance.

Table 1: Video retrieval on the YouCook-Japanese (YC-JP)
dataset.

AVLnet Train Data Video Clip (A→V) Language (V→A)
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Random 0.03 0.17 0.33 0.03 0.17 0.33

(a) YC-JP 0.7 2.4 3.8 0.5 1.8 3.0
(b) HT100M 4.6 12.1 18.2 5.6 14.6 21.3
(c) HT100M + YC-EN 5.1 13.2 18.9 5.6 14.5 20.7
(d) HT100M + YC-JP 7.0 20.4 29.3 7.6 20.9 29.7

Table 2: Image retrieval on the Places Audio dataset.
(a) Places Audio Captions - Japanese

Method Audio to Image Image to Audio
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Random 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.5 1.0
Havard et al. [7] 18.2 48.5 62.2 15.3 41.4 57.6
Ohishi et al. [11] 20.1 49.7 63.9 16.7 44.3 57.8
Ohishi et al. [12] 20.3 52.0 66.7 20.0 46.8 62.3
AVLnet 23.5 57.3 70.4 24.3 56.6 70.0

(b) Places Audio Captions - Hindi

Method Audio to Image Image to Audio
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Random 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.5 1.0
Harwath et al. [3] 8.0 25.0 35.6 7.4 23.5 35.4
Havard et al. [7] 9.6 28.2 40.7 8.0 27.6 37.1
Ohishi et al. [11] 9.4 29.8 41.8 9.3 29.5 38.2
Ohishi et al. [12] 11.2 31.5 44.5 10.8 31.3 41.9
AVLnet 15.2 38.9 51.1 17.0 39.8 51.5

In the zero-shot setting (row b), i.e., without fine-tuning,
the retrieval performance is nearly 5x the performance com-
pared with training on YouCook-Japanese only. This is sur-
prising considering that the model has only been trained
on English videos. Fine-tuning the model on the Japanese
videos (row d) further increases the performance to nearly
10x the performance compared with training on YouCook-
Japanese only. We also note that fine-tuning the model
on English YouCook2 videos (row c) instead of Japanese
videos is comparable to the zero-shot performance, further
indicating that the model is actually sensitive to the lan-
guage present in the videos.

3.2. Image Retrieval

Table 2 shows the retrieval results on the Places Audio
Caption dataset in Hindi and Japanese. For our cascaded
approach, we fine-tune AVLnet trained on HowTo100M
videos to each language in Places independently. We
compare our approach to the state-of-the-art models for
each dataset. While previous models are not trained on
HowTo100M videos, some of them [3, 12] are trained on
images with parallel spoken captions in multiple languages.



Our cascaded approach involves training on one language
at a time, achieving large gains over prior baselines.

3.3. Conclusion

We propose a cascaded approach to learn multilingual
audio-visual representations. Given the AVLnet model
trained on English HowTo100M videos, we fine-tuned and
evaluated it on YouCook-Japanese videos and the images
and spoken captions in the Places Audio Caption dataset
in Japanese and Hindi. The representations learned from
HowTo100M serve as a strong initialization for fine-tuning
on Japanese videos through our cascaded approach, which
improves performance by nearly 10x compared to training
on the Japanese videos solely.
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